


On 20 March 2019 we asked people across the
UK to capture the arrival of the first official day 
of spring and help create a crowd-sourced  
nature diary. More than 400 people did just  
that from across the four corners of the  
UK – celebrating this season of colour  
and the natural world coming to life.  
The following pages are a selection  
of the entries curated by the  
writer Abi Andrews.
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In 2018, my spring was spent in a caravan, in a glade in view of Carningli mountain, 
topped by a rocky grey outcrop with purple heathers, confettied below with vivid 

yellow gorse. The caravan sat within the Pembrokeshire Coast National Park, in  
an area that saw an influx of ‘back-to-the-landers’ during the seventies. In it you will 
find covert, sympathetically built dwellings and cooperative human communities 
in repurposed farmhouses, lying between woods of bent, blackened oaks, their 
flamboyant colonies of lichens, and boulders covered with soft and ecstatic mosses. 
On the moors are strange, stunted Welsh horses, their silhouettes hunched like the 
simplified animals of Neolithic rock art. Clear spring water gurgles up and silvers 
everything, running brown through the taps after a heavy rain. At night, owls call  
to each other. 

In spring 2019, I was the most attentive to the living world that I have ever been,  
for the transition of a season. I grew up in suburbia, and moved soon after to a city. 
Living closer to the land has offered me an anchoring, in noticing the seasons more: 
the fatigue that comes with winter darkness, the processing of firewood for next year, 
the harvesting of food — being reminded all the time of the future by preparing for it. 

 It has meant becoming abeyant to the elements. Heavy rain came through the tin  
roof, forming a flourishing patch of mould. Wind shook the sides of the caravan while 
we tried to sleep. A storm brought a larch down on the polytunnel. And in paying closer  
attention, I have become invested in the disturbances. I noticed more acutely that we 
barely had a winter; its unseasonable light and warmth — a heatwave in February.

 Something that became apparent in the submissions for this nature diary, was the 
way that seasons remind us we are one part of a living world, and seem to break 
down the divisions between modernity and ‘nature’. And at the same time, seasons 
are becoming less reliable as a metronome to our existence. This came across 
in sometimes anxious ways, with the uncertainty of Brexit playing into people’s 
observations of chaotic weather.

Introduction
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 The connective patterning of the seasons situates us in a system, (even one 
undergoing disruption), thoughts of the equinox reminding us that as we go  
into spring, the other side of the world tilts into autumn. And taking our thoughts  
to autumn on the other side of the world, some entrants were compelled to think  
of the atrocities in Christchurch, New Zealand, in March 2019. With the anger and 
sadness that surrounds this, there is also a compulsion to reassert that which  
brings us together — the world tilting on its axis, our shared wonder at it. 

Avoiding too much bucolic waxing, most of the diary entries are subtle accounts  
of the frontiers at which we are most often situated, and where these divisions are 
joyfully transgressed; between modernity and what remains of our wilder places in 
the semi-urban, semi-rural — the commons, the city parks, the gardens. And at these 
locations we are reminded that the frontier is a place that is as far as some people 
are able to go. Some of the diary entries bring up questions of access, of who gets 
to interact with the natural world and how, when it is so separated from our built 
environment. For some, the connection must be brought in by visitors, or glanced 
outside a hospital window, or a view of a small back garden, for the housebound. 

What shone through in lots of the entries was the optimism that is inherent to new 
life, and is compulsively invoked by spring. We hear from new and expectant parents, 
there are recurring images of queen bees, and quite a lot of references to toad sex.  
I was struck as well by the multitude of youthful voices. The young often have an  
eye for nature; they don’t need to be convinced of its inherent worth, perhaps they 
haven’t yet grown too firmly into a society that tries to keep them separate from it.  
On that front, this year I have more optimism. This year it feels like the generation 
below me could be the one to turn the ship. The rise of the youth climate strikes,  
of the indomitable Greta Thunberg — there seems a surge in young ambassadors  
for nature. And in the spirit of the season, this gives me hope.

Spring and hope are reliable clichés, and falling back on them in current times may 
seem futile, avoidant, maybe even dangerous. If not hope then perhaps what these 
entries assert is a belief in resilience — of nature, and of the human spirit. Perhaps that 
is the reasonable analogy we can draw from the dogged assertion of spring returning, 
for yet another year, again. No, not hope, but an affirmation of trying — spring instead 
as the time of assertion, of saying, yes! to life. And what a wild, immediate joy that 
can be had in witnessing it. I hope that this joy comes across in this selection of 
reflections, observations and poems.

Abi Andrews
Worcestershire, May 2019
@abiandrews_
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Nicky Aira I hear the rusty wheelbarrow wheel of the great tit amid the 
Gloucestershire unrelenting chatter and squabbles of the ever territorial and
  indomitable house sparrows. Little punks! Then come blackbird 

and robin picking about the undergrowth for fat ball crumbs, 
worms and nest material. They don’t mind me. Always such  
a joy to see and hear more of them again. Dunnocks sing their 
sweet courtship song and weave through the privet hedge along  
with the sparrows. A wee head pops out, checks the scene, and 
then back in. Never still for long these birds. They’re all busy busy  
preparing for new life. Lesser celandines blossom and the hazel 
pushes forth with new bud. I have not heard wren in this garden 
yet but over the road in the churchyard a few days ago I was 
given a right royal talking to while looking at the bee buzzing 
blossom.

Luay Al-Khatib Sometimes where you least expect it, delicate and ephemeral
London beauty bursts from the drab, rough, brown. This cherry blossom 
 is springing forth directly out of the trunk of a tree.

Derek Anderton The dawn of spring has broken, but not by the blackbird; it’s 
Merseyside  the coo-cooing of the collared dove, that is what I heard. I rise 
  from my slumber and go downstairs to make a cup of tea. Into 

the garden I look, there are tits on the bird feeder, that is what  
I see. Sun is rising in the sky towards a warming noon, then off 
it goes until tomorrow, now comes the sugar moon.

Writes of spring
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N.B. ABOUT TIME
Kent For weeks, when Freya and Gareth raged and smashed, snapping 
 trees in two and sending twigs cascading, we were cosseted 
  indoors, fearful of their wrath, but all the while a quiet insurgence  

was taking place below ground. By night, clear skies of the 
becoming day, the still, cold air, a sounding chamber for tawny 
owls, danced with the luminosity of tomorrow’s ‘Worm Moon’.
 Under dove-grey skies of morning, other stars shine. In 
downland woods, wood anemones, white blushed, raise their 
faces towards the light, escorted by lords and ladies, quiet 
unassuming dog’s mercury and delicate violets. Twinning 
honeysuckle head skyward, where later, dormouse will artfully 
negotiate their ariel walkways. 
 All set the scene for the main event, the burgeoning bluebells,  
which, with a wash of warmth and light before the swelling 
canopy closes, will change the equinox cloth from white to 
glorious purple, by their May Day best.

Patrick Barkham Beneath a blood orange sunset, rival blackbirds spar with 
Norfolk  beautiful song. All corners of these suburban gardens echo 

with their melody to the max, their full-throated fluting. Below 
them, a frog rumbles amorously in our tiny pond, spawn already 
plumped up like pillows around it. While I’m admiring the last 
redness slipping beyond the industrial estate, a dark shape 
swings low over the garden. A tawny owl, on first patrol. The 
blackbirds’ fluting turns to chinks of alarm. A distant train toots 
and spring vigour calms and quietens as night falls. I know the 
first sound tomorrow at six will be the three notes of the thrush, 
chiming like a church bell over the whole village from the top of 
our still-bare beech.

Helen Barnes The blackthorn outside the drug clinic flowered early – it’s 
London  already over, like some of the short lives here. But the park is  

full of daffodils, cherry blossom and long-tailed tits. The plane 
tree outside the hospital like a cathedral soaring into blue heaven.  
That red-headed boy on his scooter. And his dad – I can’t help 
noticing despite being many years his senior – who is to quote 
Fleabag ‘hot, so hot’. Yes, spring in all her guises …
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Julie Bartlett Today’s the first day of spring
Middlesex But Day 28 for me
 Waiting on the Urgent Transplant List,

I wonder when it will be?

The blossom is appearing,
Daffodils are here too,
Life is springing back now,
Do you know what you can do?

Please make this day special,
Have the chat and sign up to
The Organ Donor Register,
It’s so easy to do.

So this spring equinox,
As we see life in nature starts,
Please consider those of us,
Waiting for our new hearts.

Jan Baxter Spring is that warmth from the sun invigorating all the creatures 
Leicestershire  around me, and lifting my seasonal affective disorder. I lie in bed  

early in the morning listening to robin challenging his territory, 
blackbird announcing his presence, the rooks and jackdaws 
fussing as they nest-build. Finally, the high pitch of long  
tailed tits blending with that harbinger, the chiffchaff calling  
its backbeat to the rest. At night the sound of frogs, huffing  
of hedgehogs … and all from a suburban back garden. Spring  
is the moment you hear bees buzzing as you put the bins out, 
the call of a buzzard on a thermal overhead. All the world seems 
brighter, bursting with life and sound and movement. After the 
dark dismal days of winter, it is a lift of the spirit and soul.

Amy-Jane Beer We wore jumpers around the dinner table last night, so that we 
North Yorkshire  could keep the window open and hear a song thrush hammering  

his improvisations into the dark: TESTING TESTING TESTING 
… HOW’S THIS? HOW’S THIS? HOW’S THIS? HOW’S THIS? 
Every note warm and bright as candlelight. And in the morning 
it started again, this time with robin, woodpigeon, blackbird, 
dunnock, great tit and wren. And the first thought I had on 
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waking was that surely you can only sing like that if you think 
of nothing else. If you accept that the Earth will turn, with us or 
without us. If you accept that the returning light will take care  
of itself. If your only urgency is now.

Annie Bell Wheels of the second-hand tricycle nobble and crunch on the  
Derbyshire stony path. She rides standing on the foot pegs, head tilted back.  
  Having spent innumerable days in straitjacket layers, hugged 

close to me in a baby carrier as we stomp through winter, today 
she revels in the big girl delight of travelling solo. Warm breath 
of wind on her face, she laughs raucously, unabashedly, and all 
at once I am weak with love for her.
 We round the top of the reservoir. Clattering across the bridge  
she trills with joy, her chubby hands outstretched in benediction 
of the waters below; they are bright and loud, reflecting whips of 
sunlight and the eager chatter of ducks. 
 We trundle on through the afternoon balm. Mother and child,  
looser today, easier in our stride; the change in season promising  
an abundance of days as perfect as this first one of spring.

Rebecca Bevan  This morning in the woods, spring felt as joyful as ever. Wild 
Gloucestershire garlic is carpeting the ground, little violets have appeared and 
  the trees are fat with buds. Up on the common, the turf is still 

stunted by wind and trampling feet but amongst it I spied the 
shoots of innumerable species, poised to begin their ascent  
into meadow.
 Here in the garden, my joy is laced with panic. Everywhere 
are jobs to do. The roses and fruit bushes are pruned and ready 
but the lawn needs cutting, the new veg bed is not dug, there 
are perennials to split and a flush of weeds across the borders.  
I need sun to garden but I fear how it leaps things forward, out 
of my control, and how it can harden the ground too soon.
 I’ve been longing for winter to end but now I need more time.

Jeremy Bills Spring is promise, anticipation. It is transition; a middling neither 
Essex  here nor there. Spring is green, gold, purple. It is the rekindling 

of the senses from the pale hibernation of winter; the physical 
and metaphorical unwinding of tendrils.
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Roisin Black  Spring generally arrives late and tentatively at Malham Tarn as
Yorkshire Dales  there is always the threat of a late snow flurry. But this morning, 

walking around the boardwalk, frogspawn is appearing in the 
ponds and it is always wonderful to watch a barn owl hunting 
over the reserve in the early morning light. The promise of  
what spring will bring can be seen all around.
 When spring does arrive in the Yorkshire Dales the air is 
filled with the sound of curlew, lapwings and oyster catchers 
returning to nest. Lambs begin to fill the fields running, jumping 
and so full of life that you can’t help but smile. Wild primroses 
begin to show off their bright yellow flowers, the delicate yellow 
Star-of Bethlehem begin to flower at Hudswell Woods, and the 
ransoms at Janet’s Foss start to fill the air with garlic sent.

Clare Bond Pre-school children’s Forest School session observations:
Oxfordshire   ‘Stringy jelly with black spots’; ‘Bubbles!’ (tadpoles); Scary
  water louse ‘will that bite me?’; Chaffinch flying and fighting;
  ‘Sticky green bumpy bits’ (cherry leaf buds); ‘Longest catkin  

ever!’ (black poplar); bumble bee wings make the grass move.

Ben Bonham Just as the days seem too tired to go on,
Swansea Embers of vernal wonders shone,

Now the frost has gone they dot the woodland mat,
Like golden tea-lights they sat,
The celandines,
An arboreal shrine,
To life’s reemergence,
From its slumber in a seasonal shadowland,
Time to rejoice, for the performance is grand,
Hear the voices raise with new cadence,
The conveyance of status is sang from the canopy,
Symphony of hope and aspiration,
Brewing the inner potion of inspiration,
With a dash of grateful admiration,
As from the bramble, a graceful damsel,
A flash of sapphire charm,
That makes the mind calm,
If the art of spring is its focus on new beginnings,
Then its beauty is that the prospect of this, is eternally thrilling.
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Peter Brash Bright daisy buttons burst, scattered on the grass
Liverpool Bluebell green spears through forgotten autumn leaves

Sparrows gossip in the ivy, 
 greenfinches wheeze and wings wheel
Starling quacks, creaks, snaps, crackles, and pops, whistles
Wood pigeon claps wings and sails 
 while another croons deep bass
Song thrush enquires, nuthatch quips, squirrel chatters
Dunnock juggles a jumble of notes that scatter
The robin considers, sings syrupy sweetness, and pauses
Red-tailed bumblebee blunders on a currant bush
Pounces on pink grape bunches of tomcat flowers
Red orange butterfly cavorts and corkscrews through 
Bright light and deep shade, sun beams laser through branches, 
Chiffchaff constant, metronomic, 
Counting time as the heartbeat of spring quickens.

George Brown FIRST WILLOW WARBLER
Essex It rained last night a gentle southern rain.
 This morning sunlight warms the primrose lane.

A lilting spirit slipping through the sallows,
Half heard at first then sounding clear and plain,
Announces with its wistful sweet refrain
That the loveliness of spring is here again.

James Brown As a postman I have the privilege of experiencing every season, 
Essex minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day. Spring brings a 
  fountain of life, colour and beauty that engulfs the senses  

with pure joy.

Vicky Brown Whilst walking home late from work, I heard some strange, 
Shrewsbury eerie calls coming from all around me. I stopped to listen and 
  as I wandered over to where one call was coming from. A female
  toad plodded out of the long grass and onto the road, a male 

closely following behind, in hot pursuit. I remembered that it is 
that wonderful time of year when all the toads re-emerge from 
winter and start to look for mates. In the fields, on the roads, 
in the meadows, in the ponds; they are everywhere. It is an 
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amazing sight to see and witness. However, they are often in 
perilous danger whilst trying to cross roads so as with the last 
couple of years, I spent almost an hour shining my head torch 
out onto the road, and helping the toads to cross. It’s the little 
things that make a big difference.

John Brookmyre Ladybird ladybird don’t fly away home. 
Middlesbrough Your house is not burning your children are safe. 
 This is Britain, your home and you are welcome.

Robert Buckell As fresh bluebell leaves carpet the woodland forest with new
West Sussex  life an ancient tree lies rotting, unaware its decay feeds life 
 around it.

Alex Callaway A chill wind bends the Maram beneath a comforting sun, 
Suffolk The stage set for a sonnet, proclaiming spring has come.
 Gulls chatter in boisterous chorus whilst meadow pipits trill; 

Sparrows in hedges bicker, long forgotten winters still.
Low waves massage the shoreline, a rhythmic soothing thrum. 
Hares within the hinterland, box and dance and run.
Barn owls glide in silence as their Tawny brethren call, 
Roe deer bark from misted shrouds beneath a moon 
 now waxing full.
In soulful solace cradles the sunrise coast, 
 life’s festival come due, 
Reinvigorating and reaffirming, nature’s cycles start anew.

Kirsty Cartin WOODLAND
Renfrewshire  A brisk spring walk as a dark shower threatens on the horizon. 

In the woods, the snowdrops have passed but the daffs are 
trumpeting boldly. Clumps of vivid green hint at the bluebells  
to come. The pussy willow wisely wear their winter coats but in  
summer colours. I sense motion in the blackthorn and see a flash  
of pink and black as a bullfinch flies off. The birds serenade me  
with tunes which gain my admiration if not their peers. By my feet,  
an early bee, forages for nectar. I must hurry on as the heavens 
open now. I smile in the knowledge a rainbow will surely follow.
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Helen Champion For gardeners, spring arrives slowly. Even in the darkest days of 
Kent winter, there are signs of stirrings from the ground beneath us, 
 signs of nature’s pulse.
   By the time the first day of spring arrives on March 20th we’ve  

witnessed golden aconites rising out of dark soil, snowdrops 
gleaming in the low sun and immersed ourselves in the intense 
colours of crocus and Iris reticulata.
 Nature breathes slowly as she awakens. Hellebores bloom, 
Sarcococca scents the air, and on bare branches the spidery 
flowers of witch hazel emerge. Days lengthen, the air warms 
and early daffodils cast a golden sheen on the garden. And now 
today, the first day of spring, we hear a skylark pure and clear, 
see magnolias heavy with flowers and garden with energy, 
knowing that we are at the tipping point. Nature is no longer 
slumbering. On this day she rises, and gives a joyful shout.

Michelle Today’s dawn was a special one with the year’s first chiffchaff 
Chapman announcing its arrival. It’s a fitting celebration to mark the
Wiltshire vernal equinox.
   Nature is changing so fast now. The apple boughs have 

just burst into leaf and my herb bed tells me there’ll be mint 
for our potatoes this Sunday. My small urban garden is full of 
microclimates; demonstrated admirably today by my potted 
St George’s tulips. Those by the house are in full bloom, whilst 
those further out in the garden – a mere few feet away – have 
barely a bud nosing through the soil.
 My neighbour is most generous with her magnolia, which 
drapes itself conversationally over our dividing fence. Its pink 
flames fill my view, flowering a good 2–3 weeks earlier this year. 
I hope they’re not caught out by a late frost. The blackthorn’s 
delicate branches of ballerina white nearby warn it might be so.

Rodger SPRING
Charlton An eternal hope
West Midlands Like an expectant mother,
 The life cycle will persist,
 Bringing life, new life,

Sadness comes though,
With autumn, the winter and the finale
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Paul Cheney The blanket of winter subdues the landscape, turning trees to 
Dorset their barest elements, sucking all the colour from the planet.

 The equinox brings the sun back to our part of the globe  
and as light pours into the world, colour returns, the acid  
green of leaves burst from buds, subtle colours appear under 
bare hedgerows and the frantic race for life starts over for 
another year.
 Like a river, spring is that season where everything is 
transitory, changing almost every time you look at it.
 Spring brings light and life, once again.

Nicola Chester The earth responds first, emanating a freshening warmth. 
North Wessex In a wedgwood blue sky, kites and buzzards circle. When there 
Downs  are enough to intersect like a Venn diagram, I think, perhaps 

then it will be spring.
 Then the hedges are lit with birds. The eye-catching, wing- 
flicking display of duplicitous dunnock semaphore; single 
under-wings, flashed like sails to catch the light. Orange legs 
astride the thorns, there is something comically seedy about 
the hedge sparrow’s come on: a dodgy dealer opening a wing  
of his overcoat to show his illicit wares.
 At intervals along the shorn tops, male yellowhammers 
perch. Bright canary heads turning this way, then that like little 
lighthouses, beaming out song.
 The scarlet boxing gloves of quince buds begin to uncramp 
and relax into flower. Clenched fists releasing the crumpled silk 
of a handkerchief they had held there all along. As if the grieving 
were over at last.

Chibuzo As I step out of Polaris House, walking down the curved paved 
Chikezie-Morris pathway, like a maze it leads me on a journey of exploration. 
Wiltshire The edges of my mouth gradually curve into a wide ear to ear 
  grin, as I spot a beautiful multicoloured bird, happily singing a 

song that should top the charts, and wagging its tail with glee. 
I carry on walking and I’m suddenly struck by the sweet scent 
of floral fragrance. The abundance of oxygen nature produces 
courses through my nose and pervades my being, invigorating 
and rejuvenating. I spot the chlorophyll filled green carpet grass 
dotted with pretty daisies. It’s a flowery jungle out here, teeming 
with life and the promise of new beginnings. As if in agreement, 
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I experience the sensation of crisp fresh air, like soft Egyptian 
cotton, lightly grazing my melanin filled skin. Renewed life and 
blossoming is the message spring brings.

Miranda Cichy The rookeries on campus are noisy again. The rooks’ rasped 
Dumfries and calls remind me of creaking doors; at least ten of them opening 
Galloway  at once above my head. While some birds are busy gathering 

building materials, others seem concerned with nest occupation.  
One rook descends on a nest where another already sits and a  
squabble ensues, with four more suddenly arriving to join in. The  
original bird breaks free of the scrum and flies off, towards where  
the gardener is mowing. I don’t like the grass being cut short, but  
the herby smell of it is a whole new season, crisp and green and 
sweet. It mingles with animal manure, the signature scent of the 
Dumfries campus, a rich and fruity smell that lingers in my hair. 
The rooks don’t seem to mind it, and neither do I.

Rob Coleman It’s pretty much the simplest tune in the British bird songbook 
Norfolk – a simple two-note phrase, repeated over and over and over. 
  Later in the year, this sound is hardly worthy of note; blending 

into the background, a regular cadence forming part of a fuller 
ensemble. But today it is significant, because it is the first 
chiffchaff of the year.
 I’m cycling down the lane on my way to work, and there are 
young trees thickly lining the road on my right. It’s wider than a 
hedge, but too narrow to be considered a wood. Whatever it is, 
this scrubby patch must be prime chiffchaff real estate as the 
first arrival is announced here in advance of the other territories 
on my journey. The owner probably arrived a few days earlier, 
taking time to recuperate from the long journey up from North 
Africa before confidently declaring the first day of spring.

Rachael Conway Raconteur, up on a pedestal, you had to be there. My friend the 
Antrim song thrush.
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Renewed life and 
blossoming is the 
message spring brings
Chibuzo Chikezie-
Morris
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it is that wonderful time 
of year when all the toads 
re-emerge from winter 
and start to look for 
mates
Vicky Brown
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Catriona The sun on my face as I open the door
Cooper Instead of drawing in for warmth
York  I stretch out and my coat hangs loose

There is new growth in every doorway
Louder birdsong at every gate

My dog pulls to go just a bit further
Pausing at every scent
Before we start the day
A trio of sparrows race around the hedges
Arguing in the breeze

Kerri Cooper I can hear the chirping,
Hertfordshire Of many happy birds.
 In 3D sound, around my gaff.

Sturdy, branchy silhouetted 
trees, form a loose parade. 
But their leafless antenna are 
overshadowed by the Invader. 
Mr llanddi whatever

Tom The winter’s gone and spring is here
Cunningham Brighter days that bring good cheer
Worcestershire Buds on trees now starting to show
 The lawns are growing soon to mow.

Yellow daffodils everywhere
Crocuses, snow drops here and there
And the lambs are a joy to see
Jumping in the fields playfully.

And in the trees the songbirds sing
Fanfare for arrival of spring
It is a lovely time of year
So do embrace it whilst it’s here.

Miriam The stream trickles, catching the last of the light. I love the
Darlington way water flows over limestone. Down through its rain-scoured 
Somerset  fissures and runnels it fills spaces, even entering caves nobody 
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has ever seen. You can only sense them, seamed with the 
taste of iron. Nobody thinks of it, but when you do it’s a kind 
of vertigo that rises from the soles of the feet, and before you 
know it, you can imagine the watery, dripping under-land. It 
makes everything you see feel newborn, sparkling.
 I pick some Blackthorn flowers to take home; we’ll watch 
the petals scatter and drop, the new leaves emerge. Once the 
bees have done their work, in the autumn all along the stream 
there will be silvery-coated sloes to gather. In the distance, the 
lines of Glastonbury Tor stand out against the Avalon marshes. 
The memory of murmuring starlings over a million reeds fades 
and diminishes with the last of the light. ‘There is no part of this 
world that isn’t looking at you,’ the poet Rainer Maria Rilke said. 
‘You must change your life.’

Tim Dee Walked past the old church at St Werburgh’s in Bristol with 
Bristol  the mother of my children – my ex-partner – to look at a house 

she might buy. A raven came over and kronked once. It sounded 
like an endorsement of some kind. They breed early in the year 
and are already on the notional first day of the spring done with 
the season. They are newish birds in Bristol- when I was a boy 
birdwatcher you had to go to Dartmoor or mid-Wales to see one.  
Now they breed in the Avon Gorge and fly high and wide across 
the city. But are they birds of ill omen? Should Stephanie buy  
the house. Lady Macbeth is not a good estate agent. She had  
a thing for ravens.

Joanna Dobson It’s not even seven in the morning and my 83-year-old mother 
Sheffield  has already texted me from her care home: ‘Happy first day 

of spring.’ She does it every year. Sunlight is leaking round the 
edges of the bedroom curtains and outside a great tit is sawing 
away at its song. I think of how Mum’s springs have diminished. 
Once she would have been out in the garden, sowing seeds 
before work, but now she struggles to walk more than a few 
paces. The sparrows chirruping in the neighbours’ hedge are  
a reminder of more losses. As a child I saw them everywhere 
but now they are red-listed. I get up and open the curtains, take 
in the view across Sheffield. The sun is glinting off car bonnets; 
a magnolia tree down the street is in full bloom. I text her back: 
‘Happy first day of spring, Mum.’ I mean it.
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Tom Night and day are equal here,
Docherty Time to change the clock.
South Might be autumn, maybe spring,
Lanarkshire Nature taking stock.

If it’s spring new life appears,
Daffodils in wild profusion.
Beasts and birds and plants abound,
A crazy, mad confusion.

If it’s autumn things slow down,
Life gets a little slower.
Birds fly off, young lambs are grown,
And temperatures are lower.

Soon we’ll have warm sun or snow,
But nature’s giving warning.
Enjoy it while you have the chance,
Cos here comes global warming.

Jessica Our lifeless appliances’ droning thrum
Dollman Has been replaced by a bee’s rich hum,
Portsmouth Yesterday’s twigs that in the cold wind blew
 Now froth white with blossom new.

There is one tree upon the street
Still bare among the fragrant throng;
Perhaps like me it feels a cheat
To dance so early to spring’s song.

Dr Erin P. Dooley There are fairies to be sure at the old horse pond. This awakening 
Leicestershire of spring, of frog spawn and coot rustle, of reeds and rushes 
 and thrushes. A moment of magic reserved for this gaze.
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John Dorans The wind has whistled out its last
Midlothian Freezing temperatures are in the past

Leaves fall gently to the ground
Landing softly, making no sound
Spring is looming nigh
Winter has called its last goodbye
The snowdrop shakes its head
Signs of life leaving the dead

The daffodil is now bright yellow
A halo for this jolly fellow
The leaves are again turning green
A more vivid colour cannot be seen

The birds are singing full of song
Winter for them has been so long
Autumn leaves lie thick and still
Brown, unyielding with loss of will

Now we have turned nature’s wheel
Optimism generating, forms the way we feel
We will now go forward with joy in our heart
New beginning for brand new start

Jacqui Durcan Definitely one of those ‘good to be alive’ days. A gentle breeze, 
Newcastle an equable temperature and an occasional stripe of bright blue 
upon Tyne  in an otherwise grey sky. The gardens are full of showy yellow 

daffodils, forsythia, bright crocus and delicate early cherry 
blossom. In the dene it’s the bird song you notice first; even 
by mid-afternoon it is louder than a dawn chorus, layer upon 
layer of musical trilling, all the birds competing for the best solo 
performance. A tiny tree creeper spotted and a woodpecker 
heard but not seen. And all around you can feel nature stretching  
and pushing forth; a hint of green on the beech trees, the grass  
just a little bit longer than it was last week, a celandine flowering  
by the path. Spring is on its way.
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Kitty-Lydia Dye The buds bloomed early, yellow petals pouting sparsely upon 
Norwich  the brittle arms of bushes. Each one delicately placed upon 

sharpened points, ready to be scurried off by a sudden wind. 
  More open every morning, as though it is long dark hair brushed 

a hundred strokes at night, coaxing pinched buds to blossom. 
Then all are almost awakened, consuming winter’s bracken. 
The colour of the flowers, little drooping lanterns, somewhere 
between sunlight and dripping butter.
 The sharp arguments between the birds are constant, mixed 
with the thrum of cars and rattling buses. A rustle in the bushes. 
I peer between the branches. Peeking behind the flowers are 
flashes of a wing, a tilted head, black bead eyes. Dozens of tiny  
birds the size of my palm hidden away, making the bushes writhe.  
Three shoot out, flowers bursting. They turn to shadows against 
the backdrop of peppermint clouds and watercolour blue sky.

Adam Dyster Every morning I walk from home in Hackney to my work 
London  in Victoria, Westminster, and after travelling through hectic 

central London St James’ Park is a oasis of calm. This morning 
was no exception, as spring burst into life everywhere across 
the park, from banks of daffodils to pink blossomed trees. This 
blossom brought fans both exotic and domestic – I spied green  
parakeets snacking on blossom, whilst coots and geese waddled  
underneath. A wander through, before back into the noise and 
traffic nearby, but this green oasis is so refreshing.

Bethan Edmunds One of the most special ‘firsts’ of spring for me was spotting 
Norfolk through the trees a young roebuck beginning to shed the velvet 
  around his new antlers. Roe deer cast the previous year’s antlers  

in late autumn, taking around four months to regrow a new pair 
under a protective layer of fur. During an annual deer census 
in February, a thermal imager shows these new antlers to be 
positively glowing! This is because they are what is known as 
being ‘in velvet’. This fur, or velvet, covers the developing antlers, 
supplying the new tissue with blood, and is removed by the deer 
in springtime. The new antlers that emerge in spring may have 
more branches, or ‘tines’ and be pearled (knobbly) depending 
on age and availability of food, making this native deer species, 
with its pronking gait and teddy bear nose even more enigmatic.
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Fran Egan A tree-lined road in suburbia
London gnarled flesh of a dormant cherry tree
 erupted overnight,
 from lichen-licked bark came
 pink velvet lava drops.
 It soothed my soul.

Elie Essadgui Small birds gliding fast in the sky like dragonflies say 
Hertfordshire  good morning to the first day of spring.
  The soft wind not as bitter as days before say 
  good morning to the first day of spring.

 The smell of fresh cut grass floods my nose and says 
 good morning to the first day of spring.
The blue of the sky peeps through the overcast greys and says 
 good morning to the first day of spring.
I stand and rejoice at the beauty of nature and say 
 good morning to the first day of spring.

Sally Fairfax Even the children detected spring and asked to go to the park 
Hull  after chool. On the way, people in our neighbourhood look up  

and are more ready to smile than in winter. We lick 99s and 
notice the change in the evening light and green buds on 
branches. As dusk falls, my four-year-old and I can hear 
birdsong while we pack shopping and cheap daffodils  
into the car at Aldi.

Fawz Farhan Nature pulls us out, one by one, from the long slumber of winter. 
London We stretch, unfurl, spread our wings, and reach out to the warm 
  skies and we can’t help but smile at the joys of spring. And so 

the seasons begin.
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Stephanie The memory of last summer’s joy
Faulkner The warm and welcome thief
Bristol Grasps at the hem of winter’s void
 Winks from every leaf

The unwrapped gift of green delight
Crouched just outside your room
The breeze that nibbles, doesn’t bite
Breathes pink into each bloom

There’s honey nestled in the air
Nature’s halls are decked
December’s festive debonair
So easy to forget

So savour this, the sweetest nut
The most enchanting thing
That iridescence in your gut
The butterflies of spring

Holly Fiddes March is the loveliest month, breeding
Leeds flowers out of the green land, mixing

plastic and water, killing
whales with consumer waste.
Oil kept us warm, covering
Earth in neglectful poison, feeding
a little life with exploitative wealth.
Let’s hope May surprises us, coming 
over the crises with an enforce of action; 
stopping in our tracks,
and understanding:
we are amidst a climate emergency.
Let us drink oat milk, and stop it.
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Jo Field 21 LINES FOR MARCH 21ST
Kent On spring’s bleared cusp,
 when crusty greys and browns

have damped the spirits
down for months,
a yellow promise flares
from daffodils, simpers
in primroses along the path.
The senses reach for more –
ears tingle, straining for green,
eyes beam sap-bright,
optimism’s freshly decongestant
as inhaled steam.

First mowing. Now every morning
will blossom pink and white.
Through the rain’s screen
something like a ghost of bluebells
glimmers in the wood.
Among the trees
a pigeon’s smug throat swells,
for one deluded moment seems
to sing ‘Cuckoo’.

Malcolm Fisher As I got on my bike for my daily commute the song of robin 
Norfolk  and blackbird accompanied me, and as I climbed out the village 

I was given some encouragement by a single yellowhammer.  
A few miles on I looked up to see the languid flight of a large 
(for Norfolk) bird of prey, unperturbed despite being harried by 
a crow; its unmistakable forked tail told me it was a red kite. As 
I passed the Felbrigg estate I was serenaded by a mistle thrush 
and, in contrast, barracked by a group of house sparrows in the 
next village. The raucous call of the song thrush greeted me at 
my destination Sheringham Park.
 Dusk was falling as I returned home from work, a few bats 
flew just above my head, and incredibly one got too close and  
its wings grazed my forehead. Welcome to spring.
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Richard Fox A mild cloudy night, the first for several weeks, brought out the 
Devon springtime moths in my garden last night. With names befitting 
  the start of spring, Early Grey, March Moth, Early Thorn, their 

appearance is a welcome reminder of the dazzling diversity of  
moths that will emerge across the UK over the summer months.

Sara Fox The Green Hellebore or Pelydr Gwyrdd in Welsh, grows in limey 
Carmarthenshire  woodlands across Europe. My plant is the lone survivor of three 

given to me over twenty years ago from a dark and ancient wood  
on a red sandstone outcrop. Every spring I look out for its stiffly 
fingered leaves piercing the soil under the hedge, which are 
followed by its mournful, drooping, jade flowers. I gently tip up 
the young flowers to reveal their creamy unfertilised stamens. 
Poisonous in all its parts Helleborus viridis was a folk remedy 
used to purge children of worms and lice. My plant now purges 
any grasses that come near it and its footprint remains bare  
all winter.

David Beside the opening celandines a forest of tiny winged sycamores 
Freedman sprout, safe for now beneath the vast arms of their mother. 
Cheshire  And in the drum-tight water of the mill pool a nutshell carapace 

reverses to the world above, the great diving beetle filling its 
tank with silver air, fuel for the next ruthless hunt below, where 
the black teardrops gather on their gelatine womb, learning to  
see, learning to breathe. The first warm sun delights the snaking  
strands of weed, and champagne bubbles trace out of the green,  
bending round the slow tail swish of the timid palate newt.

Rob Fryer  Aubretia bonanza and jasmine delights, daffodils blaze and 
Derbyshire beckon warm nights. A welcome arrival our Derbyshire spring, 
 all glow with approval – a wondrous thing!
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Moira The vixen tells me without any words
Garland something new has arrived in her sable pelt
Leeds stretched over a hillock in her rump
 as she garners bird seed.

Nuthatch, magpie, woodpecker knock
and agree in melodies galore, higher,
higher, as high as the heron
nesting in the trees, over there
above the mill pond, and beyond.

I am not absent from this spring.
I wonder at the vixen or a handsome jackdaw,
these figures of delight, simply
watching my garden.

Alicia Gazely This morning, early, I watched two pigeons on my garden fence. 
Derbyshire One of them (I’m assuming a male) was grooming the other, 
  and making a very thorough job of it. In fact I could almost  

hear him – ‘Delicious!’ She (I’m assuming) eventually tired  
of his enthusiasm and just … flew off.
 Not to be deterred, he groomed himself for a while 
(‘Delicious!’) then hopped into the blossom of the cherry tree  
just by the fence. ‘Do I look more attractive in here?’ But he  
could not resist … and started nibbling the blossom – ‘Delicious!’

Mia Georgis tulip tree
London you started blossoming in winter

bigger than cherry blossom
a common sight on the streets of NW London
where did you come from
what are you called
you translate perfectly from Hungarian
tulip tree
tree full of tulips
blossoming onto the sidewalk
into spring
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Robin Gibbobs Fowey Old Grammar School Garden
Cornwall Seagulls screaming,

Jackdaws dreaming,
Across the Fowey,
Ships ahoy!

Julia Hammond Spring is the time when I can experience the fen waterway at 
Cambridgeshire Wicken Fen once more, as boat trips begin again at the nature 
  reserve. The relationship between the water and the landscape 

is a beautiful one; from the boat the soft sounds of the water 
slip into the rustling of the reeds, and the muted greens of the 
water melt into the new green shoots of foliage along the bank. 
There’s a tranquillity as the boat slips through the water, but 
also a sense of expectation as I look out for new flora and  
fauna yet to appear.

Grenville The epitome of spring is surely the bombus terrestris (buff-tailed) 
Harding bumblebee. Having mated last autumn she has hibernated for 
Norfolk months before emerging a buzzing springtime miracle. Now she 
  must find a nesting site in a discarded rodent nest underground 

to ensure the continued survival of her race. Her children will 
pollinate wildflowers, crops to benefit mankind. What a natural 
wonder!

Joe Harkness During spring, shrub and scrub brim with warblers, who 
Norfolk  bring with them the soundtracks of the season of growth  

and life. The first arrival is the chiffchaff, a member of the  
Phylloscopus family, also known as the leaf warblers. These 
tireless tree-dwellers are all eye-stripes and melodies, but  
the chiffchaff delivers one of the simplest songs of the family 
– an onomatopoeic ‘chiff-chaff-chiff-chaff’. Stuttering and 
shuddering, it’s the bugle call of spring, arriving in mid-March, 
although some birds overwinter in such glamorous locations  
as sewage treatment farms.
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Dorris Harris Spring has sprung
Isle of Man and the lambs born for slaughter.

The hawk is back
it comes zooming in for its kill
of the dear little birds
in my garden.

The young rabbits in the field
a meal for my cat.

The pheasants hatched
ready for the winter shoot.

The daffodils
flattened by the wind.

I go forth
into the abyss.

Melissa Harrison Warm, soft spring air, the bridal blackthorns nearly over, the 
Suffolk  May blossom not quite out. In the shadows a slight chill, but 

chiffchaffs singing: the wild world caught between pessimism 
and hope. I walked with a new friend around the little village of 
Wenhaston: Mill Heath and Bicker’s Heath, where a fast lizard 
flicked away from us into the rabbit-nibbled mounds of heather 
and coconut-smelling gorse. On the fields there were gas guns 
on the growing rape; at each report the poor dog bolted, while 
skylarks sung obliviously overhead. Later, a full moon rose, 
lighting up my Suffolk village and drawing the first pipistrelles 
from the flint church tower to flitter past like gasps.

Janet Hawkins  No sign of spring in the moist soft greys gently smothering the
Swansea  beach views, with the little houses on the hill in Cheshire Cat 

Mumbles vanishing into cloud. But 30 seconds from my front 
door, raindrops clung to tiny florets unfolding on the Japanese 
Acer. My first glimpse of a miniature maple flower. An exquisite 
surprise.
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Something like a ghost  
of bluebells glimmers  
in the wood
Jo Field
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Lambs – lambies
I love them
Elodie (5) and Astrid (3)
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Safia Hebditch The nature I saw was amazing. In the park, I saw the first leaves 
London  on a tree and buttercups blooming in the fresh, green grass. 

I saw a squirrel eating a nut it had dug up and four parakeets 
singing wonderful songs. In the back garden, the plum tree is 
blossoming beautiful white flowers. 

Jacqueline Hitt I haven’t walked my usual loop around the village for weeks, the 
Oxfordshire recent storms having kept me holed-up at home. Such treats 
 greet me when I do today.

 A frisson of renewal fills the air. Along the pathway, bands of  
primroses jostle with a crowd of common dog violets, sheltering  
beneath a hawthorn hedge. A froth of white and green blackthorn  
blossom speckled with gold, joins me for most of the way. 
Skylarks, hidden somewhere in this year’s new field growth, 
tease and taunt me with their warbling song.
 Three newborn lambs, curious but nervous, stand and stare 
at me as I do at them, their presence always a sure harbinger of 
spring. But it’s the frogs in a nearby pond – and all their heaving, 
writhing, orgy of activity – that mesmerizes me the most. So 
many, all focused on doing the exact same thing: initiating life.

Ben Hoare Squashed toads, turned inside-out on muddy tarmac, leave 
Somerset me sad on today’s school run. Such an avoidable waste of life! 
  But some, hopefully enough, made it to the reservoir. We’ll all go  

looking for toad-spawn later, as I did when I was a boy. The cycle  
of life continues.

John Hobson A pheasant watches me from a garden wall as I walk into Green 
Lancashire Drive and follow the path between the trees. The warmth as the 
  sun tries to break through the clouds, and then the branches, 

feels unusual after the rain and chill of the last days of winter.  
I look up and see a nuthatch hop from a tree trunk and scrabble 
down a branch. It looks awry. The ungainly movement is 
accompanied by the staccato drumming of a woodpecker higher  
up in the canopy. I look further up and suddenly notice the new 
leaves on the sycamores unfurling like luminous green feet, and 
I feel something swell in myself, for the sixty first time. I am in 
my own autumn now, but spring still fills me with hope and joy. 
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My dog seems to sense it too and chases the squirrels with 
unusual enthusiasm.

Sarah Holt I start gardening with trowel and gloves but these are soon 
Dorset  discarded. As usual I use my fingers for weeding, much more 

satisfying to touch the earth. I stop to admire a blueberry 
covered in buds. I look for the lily of the valley; there it is, the 
first spike pushing up through the soil. I run my fingers over 
the soil and feel extremely happy at this tiny promise of spring. 
Primroses run riot in my garden a beautiful palette of colour 
from creamy white to a bright yellow. I tidy away fallen leaves 
and find a cutworm. I leave him to his C-shaped slumber.

Neil Chue Hong Trees barren of life, leaves struggling against the city. Not even 
London  an ant scuttling forth in search of food. And then the dawn, and 

sparrows chatter royally. Swirling and descending, like leaves 
blown in reverse.

David James The caught animal struggles and hurts itself.
Hampshire It is a misunderstanding.
 The closer I get, the worse the struggle.

It is frustrating.
So we just sit, looking into each other’s eyes.
Across a sea of spring flowers.

Fiona The mornings are getting lighter, 
Johnstone the sun in the sky a wee bit brighter.
Peeblesshire Ladybirds were out today, 

the songbirds singing away. 
The daffodils are starting to show their yellow heads, 
plants are beginning to rise from their winter beds.
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Richard Jones Two common newts in the pond today, male and female 
London to demonstrate to a noisy crowd of primary school children 
  just how fancy I’d look in a newt-belly-patterned waistcoat. 

It’s still a wonder how they climb up into the three-sleeper 
raised construction we put in 25 years ago. I never see newt-
poles in the water but there must be some offspring since we 
sometimes find efts under logs and stones around the garden. 
The water skaters were active too. I’ll use them for Natural 
History Club next week. Still no bee-flies about though.

Sophie Jones Daisies, the happiest flowers at home. Cherry blossom (sakura) 
Surrey  to be celebrated at Hanami in Japan. Like Sinatra’s song, April 

Showers, with lyrics, ‘they bring the flowers that bloom in May’. 
Lighter colours, lighter minds. You’d be mad as a March hare to 
not enjoy. Many species born, black bear, white-tailed deer and 
otter. Memories of Morrissey swinging daffodils, for who knows 
what pleasure, like the bees we need to keep and treasure. Take 
care of it now or we’ll lose it forever.

Davy King bee by the catkins
Sheffield this mild mid-morning
 air sweet with birdsong

Paul Knights My five-year-old son and I step out into the garden at the close 
West Yorkshire of this first day of spring, ‘What can you hear of spring, my boy?’ 
   ‘I can hear lots of birds’. He’s not wrong: blackbirds carol 

in the dusk, a wood pigeon wheezes from a chimney pot, a 
goldcrest showers the garden with slivers of glass from the 
white-starred camellia.
 ‘And what can you see of spring?’ 
 ‘I can see flowers on the daffodils’. The delicate ‘Jack Snipe’, 
glowing in the twilight bleeding out of the woods behind, nod 
their approval of his attention.
 ‘Does it feel like spring to you?’, I ask him. 
 ‘It feels like spring. There’s a kind of a warm in the air’. The 
laughing older children still playing out up the road are clearly 
revelling in this, but a male tawny owl signals that, regretfully, 
it’s time for us to go in.
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Franziska Mellow blue of hazy skies
Kohlt a tense silence with anticipation strained
Sheffield impatience trembles every barren branch

that breaks itself to give new way to growth
thus losing what it was tonight.

Seasons Past’s cold fingers clutch our veins and pipes
cold is the light that yearns and strains for strength
to turn that tremble into breath
and fades and life has not come.

But soaked in blackness, perched on spring’s first night,
Spring’s equinox, the cusp of light,
speaks a bird, and every life and love and light
is enveloped in darkness bright.

Ann Lardeur Sadly the first day of spring is no longer marked by listening for 
Surrey  the cuckoo though he is still remembered through cuckoopint 

and cuckoo spit. Now the herald of spring is the greater spotted 
woodpecker drumming for a made on an ancient oak

Sally Lawson- ON THE VERGE
Cruttenden Early morning
West Sussex Cackle and caw of corvid
 Overlaid with a songbird symphony

Haribo
Hub Cap
Red Bull
Costa

Grass studded with stars of primrose
Daffodils light the morning
Early bluebells nose through bright green grass

Red Bull
Costa
Love lunch! Bacon and Cheese Bap
Cycling glove
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Rustle of panicked baby rabbit
Scuttle of squirrel charging up a tree
Both taken unawares – for I am early today

Chardonnay
Single neon trainer
Stella Artois
Red Bull

Beautiful morning sky
Gurgle of choked culvert
Bloated body of badger

Fosters
Blue Circle
Cycling glove II
Red Bull

Clean fresh air
A bright fresh sunlit morning
Spring has arrived

Sophie Lewis The flowering currant hedge is in the pink. A pair of long tailed 
West Sussex tits bounce across, chaperoning a large fluffy feather; nest 
 building in earnest.

Stuart Lewis The promise of the first April showers inspires bulbs to bloom, 
Suffolk but they hang their heads low, in fear of one last frost. 

 Pink blossom graces aged fruit trees, lifting their winter gloom,  
but leaves can wait, thrive too soon will cost.
 We hide long under duvets, walk with a pessimistic umbrella 
still under an arm. One eye peeled for a dark cloud stealing 
away the light.
 Dragging out the last few minutes before the alarm, 
pretending we need not spring up like the nature around us, 
dreaming of the summer promised by each minute the day 
claws back from the night.
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Alice Little This morning I woke, almost 34 weeks pregnant, as the sun 
York  shone through the window and the birds sang their morning 

song. I realised how the start of this beautiful season marks 
something extra special this year: new life in the form of our 
first child. Heading out on a morning walk to Wheldrake Woods 
near York, I felt full of optimism and the joys of spring. Bright 
yellow butterflies flew playfully over our heads and ladybirds 
dotted the rhododendron buds. As we took a moment to sit  
and take in the sunshine, we were surrounded by bird song, 
squirrels gathering food, blossom starting to flourish, and the 
sweet scent of pine drifting through the forest. Spring is always  
a very welcome sight, but today Mother Nature felt truly inspiring.

Andrew Mackay The first few butterflies are scurrying and the smell of daff’s 
Devon  and Alexanders are high. Wrens dart and dip through the coppice  

of Southgrounds, and the first bumblebees are flitting around at 
my feet. I walk out onto the lake, almost overflowing with all the 
recent rain. The boardwalk I cross is dotted with Lady’s-Smock.
 In the woods, the first new ferns are lifting themselves out of 
the ground, croziers starting to unfurl. Wild garlic everywhere. 
The farm abandoned in the war has been re-colonised by 
nature, even more so than when I was last here. I set the 
camera trap out, and collect some garlic leaves. A view across 
the ley reveals Grebes beginning to assess areas for nesting.
 Squelch. Maybe it’s time to head home.

N. Marchrones Yesterday’s kitchen wasp was freed –
North Somerset caught in a mug and released through the open door

to the front garden and beyond.
At the same front door this early morning,
the Collared Dove rustled in his nest – 
stirring much later than me,
as my presence disturbed his rest.
The frogs sleep on;
undisturbed by the early rising birds 
who welcome the sun.
Back in the kitchen, the seedlings of vegetables 
and herbs peer towards the glass on their windowsills,
soaking up the warmth of the morning sun –
promising food in later seasons.
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Beyond the front garden,
bees hover around the blossom of a cherry tree.
Gathering their stores in haste before the wind might return,
to rip the blossom from its branches. 
A temporary evidence of a season.
A solitary wasp joins the flight,
yesterday’s invader perhaps?
Free now, to fly through the post winter warmth.
No interest in the Hornbeam catkins 
that dangle over the driveway -
promising to unfold new life as bluebell stalks 
begin to peer through the leaf bundles, 
promising colour to ring in the new,
defeated in the flowering race by the Hellebores.
The blackbirds are late this year.

Steve Mash SEMI RURAL GARDEN
West Sussex  At the bottom of the garden amidst ranks of resplendent 

daffodils stands a lone goat willow, leafless branches spreading  
over the lawn like the frame of an old umbrella. Flowers are 
bursting forth from the branches in yellow hues which mirror 
the daffodils below. As I stand below the branches, the air is 
filled with the loud drone of honey bees feeding in their dozens 
from the sweet nectar that the willow bestows from its flowers. 
Amongst the daffodils flits a single buff tailed bumblebee, 
moving between flower heads in complex geometric patterns. 
The lesser celandine and wood anemones that have recently 
appeared between the daffodils are reaching up to gain the 
pollinators attention. In the background is the ever present 
sound of the avian visitors to the garden, blue tits and great  
tits sounding their alarm calls in response to my presence.  
It’s time to leave them in peace.

Wendy Mahe Leaving Worthing in half light sees the sky change to pinks 
West Sussex and gold as the morning sun rises above the sea. By the time 
  we turn the bend to cross the bridge into Shoreham, the light 

hits the driver’s window. Then turning into the rising sun, drivers 
fight the blazing light along to Brighton. Only when you pull into 
park, the sun is high enough to make the sea sparkle and the sky  
a powder blue, the seagulls calling out welcoming the new day.
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Vincent THE TIDE OF SPRING
McAllister New life abounds across the land in the surging tide of spring,
Antrim As mellow tones of joy ring out while the graceful blackbird sings.
 The warming winds come dancing through the beeches 
  infant leaves,
 And newly blossomed cherry blooms cast scent upon the breeze.

Throughout the meadow grass is lush with buttercup entwined,
While beside the stream there are daffodils in regimented lines.
Along the hedgerow’s primrose grow beneath the 
 buzzard’s flight,
As sleeping hedgehogs raise their heads to reap the 
 spring delights.

This vibrant land exudes with life by creatures great and small,
From the sounds of gentle honeybees to the chilling vixen’s call.
And all is well now winter’s gone with the bitterness it brings,
All brushed aside by warmth and life in the surging tide of spring.

Dara McAnulty I awoke to a steely grey sky, but the cascading chorus harking 
County Down the vernal beginnings of brighter days ahead, diminished the
  chill. School barricades the longing to immerse myself in the day  

and when I’m set free, I bound towards all of it. The blackthorn  
flowers, the first wood anemone, a pair of chaffinches spiralling  
up our Rowan tree. Hazel catkins hanging like the footprint of a  
blackbird, the poor celandine wilting, just missing the celebratory  
coming by a day. I noticed it though, it came first with the 
dandelion, sunbeams sparkling, when allowed. All of it, past, 
present and future cloaks around me, the world turns, the 
comfort of it springs in me a longing of love, and hope.

Elodie (5)  SPRING – WHAT IS SPRING?
and Astrid (3) I don’t know!
Wiltshire I do … bunny rabbit time.
 Lambs – lambies
 I love them

Frogs … tadpoles in water
Swoosh, swoosh
Wiggle, wiggle, wiggle.
Hop, Hop, Hop … FROGS!
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Bunny rabbits … boing, boing, boing!
Like I’m living in a rainbow.
Hopping about … HAPPY

Jen McDerra My spring resolution is to go out and into green spaces 
Norwich  each morning with my dog without my phone. The day before 

yesterday I saw the resident grey heron at Eaton Park catch a 
large goldfish from the pond and swallow it whole just a metre 
from me. It felt like a present for only wanting to look. I took a 
photo when I came home today, while building a fire from dried 
rosemary in the fire pit to make space for the new and honour 
the passing. We also established a small habitat for hedgehogs 
through the back fence in time for their re-emergence in April. 
The bright yellow flowers have just reached the upstairs window 
where I write. They tap on the glass and remind me to hit my 
word count and go outside as soon as possible.

Gordon Office work, even when it’s for a Wildlife Trust, is a step away 
McGlone from the natural world in which we all really live. Glimpses of 
Oxford  nature through the windows have revealed some exciting spring 

signs. Buds on the horse chestnut have broken with confidence; 
acid green leaflets opening steadily throughout the day. A female  
blackcap chose to drink from our wildlife pond rather than visit 
the bird feeder, suggesting a spring arrival rather than winter 
residency. Hawthorn leaves are appearing all around, hinting  
at the chance of very early May blossom this year; March is 
even a possibility at the current rate of leaf brake. But the stars 
of my day performed during the outdoor coffee break. Two 
garden warblers tentatively gave song from overgrown bushes 
across the road. This big old Oxford garden is doomed to be 
a scalped housing development very soon. I will treasure this 
moment. Spring doesn’t last for long.

Jan McKelvey Going home, I step out of the car to take a photograph of the 
Shropshire Equinox moon as it rises into dusty pink clouds. The sun sets, 
  and spikes of bare hawthorn throw shapes against the sky. 

Below the road, flood waters have receded from the wide valley. 
Water sucked back into its familiar meanders, leaving mirrors 
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on the fields. Mallards fly in formation. Elliptical manoeuvres 
above gently moving willows, tugged into rhythmic swaying by 
currents. Tubby brown bodies of Canada geese stand on lush 
grass and call nervously to one another. 
 A girl in a bright yellow jacket appears suddenly, arms  
waving purposefully she sets the birds in flight. Lifting into the 
air, they honk and croak. Did she do this purely for the pleasure? 
To see them rise slowly and gracefully into the twilight? The 
light fades. Camera and binoculars away. The first day of  
spring is almost over.

Josef Minta The ache grew a body,
Bury The ache grew from pain,

It learned to walk and talk 
Like a man again.
It trudged through the snow,
The dark and the clouds,
It woke up early, looked around
Shrugged and stretched,
Felt less pain.
The ache felt the easing
Under the gentle rain
Of spring,
Of lightness,
Of daylight,
Of dawning.
The ache sloped away,
Winter in mourning.

Helen Moat Today I drove to a remote part of the Peak District just off 
Derbyshire Snake Pass – a particularly wild and dramatic part of the NP.
  But on this first day of spring, it looked gentle and friendly. 

Chaffinches and siskins were fluttering on the farm track.  
A curlew unfurled its call. It was a delightful thing.
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Sagheer  Hearing the gentle sound of birds singing,
Mohammed to the heart is it joy truly bringing.
Essex

Cold nights have now slowly departed,
replaced by sunshine soon to be started.

Flowers have begun to lusciously sprout,
being concealed no more, but rather out.

Delighting in the sights and sounds of the bees,
how pleased is the soul with what it sees,

So Blessed is He Who with all this does relieve,
For surely spring is a sign, for those who believe.

Ranjan  MAGNOLIA (504)
Mohanty Pink against blue sky
Surrey Magnificent Magnolia
 Pause and ponder why

モクレン
空にピンク
美しいモクレン
見て考える

MOKUREN (MAGNOLIA)
Sora ni pinku (Pink in sky)
Utsukushi mokuren (Beautiful Magnolia)
Mite kangaeru (Look and think)

Sue Moore Pink and white blossom adorns the trees, birds dart to and 
Cambridgeshire fro in the gentle breeze. With a chorus of song, they trill their 
  delight in the warmth of the sun and the glorious sight of the  

gorgeous blue sky and the clear, fresh air and the bugs emerging  
everywhere. The bird bath water glints in the sun, two doves 
have a drink, then fly off as one. A robin takes a dip and, with 
obvious glee, splishes and splashes – it’s a joy to see.
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Naomi Mottram MY GARDEN
Warwickshire Further down the terrace, they’ve burst out in swathes, with  
  their translucent gold-yellow petals, and trumpet frills fit for 

bobby socks. In my shady nook though, even the keenest 
daffodil is yet to break free of her bud. Miniature irises peeked 
out, and peaked weeks ago. But up in the trees, somewhere 
closer to the sun, flit blue-tit, coal-tit, and tiniest goldcrest.  
And I hear a polyphony of small birds.

Adam Nicolson A bay on the Sound of Mull. Two blackbirds singing, one in a pine 
Argyll  tree, one in a sycamore. All the wrack on the shore still beaten 

down in its winter state. A nuclear submarine slides down the 
Sound. A few minutes later it’s discreet little wash arrives and 
breaks on the sand, a single muffled burst of applause. The 
blackbirds sing and the oystercatchers stand hunched in the 
rocks. Spring? Not much.

Katherine A glorious, warm, unseasonable January followed a warm, windy  
Norbury winter. Snow drops came up late and muddy; early daffodils hard 
London  behind them. Like Wordsworth, my heart with pleasure filled, and  

danced, although I couldn’t help feeling that spring had jumped 
the gun. And then it all went back again, and we learned new 
words: polar vortex – fresh and unexpected – reminding us  
that in the north the ice was melting, the climate on the move.
 I had always wanted to go to Japan to witness the arrival of 
the cherry blossom, sakura, as waves of flowers ripen cross the  
country. Yet in this curious double spring of 2019, the blossom 
has come to London. And it is the most abundant, fluffy, delicate  
yet profuse blossoming I have ever seen. Cherry blossom, apple 
blossom, spritely imported mimosa, damson, pear. A few more 
weeks and horse chestnuts will put out improbable candelabra. 
Time may be out of joint. But this strange disjointed London 
spring is extraordinary to behold.
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Delighting in the sights 
and sounds of the bees,
how pleased is the soul 
with what it sees
Sagheer 
Mohammed
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Pink against blue sky
Magnificent Magnolia
Ranjan Mohanty
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Charlotte An urban garden in Gloucester
O’Neill Within a small garden of Eden
Gloucestershire Where the buds awaken and tadpoles first swim

I sit upon a bench, in the light of the evening sunset
Feeling the warmth upon my cold accustomed skin.

Breath still clings to the air,
Like sea fog on a Cornish morning still
The cool of winter grasps at the shadows
Trying to force back the seasons with all his will

A pink dead nettle breaks the green solitude
Like a yell, a scream against the cold grey winter
With its dark muddy patches and lifeless water
And all the life that it does hinder

Up above, a lone male blackbird does sing, a song 
That proclaims the following ‘The dark has gone, 
The frost has lifted, the bee’s do rise and the flowers 
Do dance, now is the time for rebirth, begin again.’

Matthew Oates Roads were being dug up. Traffic lights offered 23 nests at a 
Wiltshire rookery one usually speeds past, a definitive celandine bank and 
  Danish scurvy grass coming into flower along a dual carriageway 

verge. Blackbird song wafted in through an open window, 
silencing Brexit news.
 In the ancient forest of Savernake, the sallows were flowering:  
golden males and soft-green females. A mistle thrush fluted 
panpipe notes through wakening oaks. The chiffchaffs were not 
in, or it was too dull for them to call. Instead, winter’s brambling 
flocks were present still, one a hundred strong. At winter’s end 
I will once more remember nothing about it, other that it was a 
great brambling winter.
 The cloud cover never broke as forecast. There was, though, 
a stillness, a hint of pollen in the air, and as Edward Thomas 
puts it in his poem March: 
 ‘A silence,
 Saying that spring returns, perhaps tomorrow.’
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Marian Othman Bright light bids me to break double glazing seals. Outside in 
Merseyside my small North West garden, I savour the warm sun upon my 
  back while inhaling the cool air. Songs and calls of wing flicking 

dunnocks bounce around the bushes, interspersed with the 
high pitched begging calls of a female robin asking her partner 
to feed her tidbits. Mr and Mrs Blackbird cluck, bark and whistle 
as he shadows her, keeping her safe. She is bathing, ducking 
her head and thrashing her wings, boiling the water in the tray  
as she cleanses off the nest building mud. Two blue tits examine  
a nest box, each pops inside to make an assessment and then 
he glides with stiff wings to impress. Fresh greens are now 
overwhelming the winter shabbiness of the plant borders and 
halos of green and bronze light circle the bare branches as life 
juices flush through the winter stems. Nature slowed and never 
stopped, now it has spring in its steps and I feel a lightness of 
spirit. Wonderful.

Claire Owers Spring is the season of contrasts and contradictions. Pastel 
Brighton  pink magnolia blossoms hammered by furious hailstones. 

Ferocious waves breaking over the marina wall, while dazzling 
sun glints off the churned-up sea. A tiny wren pecks around 
beneath the towering daffodils.

Delia Composed under the blue sky,
Ozarchevici My mind wanders more than my feet,
London Arriving where all mornings meet

To discuss upon which streets the 
Sunshine should be lazing
And in which soul should early breeze
Reside to bring some joy.

Composed within myself,
I let the morning and the sunshine choose me,
Whilst I drift amidst this smokeless air...
There’s March within my heart,
The gliding Thames is by my side,
I am no longer solitaire.
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Julie Padget IN THE CITY
Liverpool  Snowdrops on the grass outside the library: so delicate, still 

clinging to winter in their whiteness. Along the main roads the 
splash of croci, purple and yellow creeping over the central 
reservation. Then camellias, blackthorns and sometimes tiny 
blossoms before the leaves appear, like the apricot on the 
allotment. 
 Now the fun really starts hopping from flower to flower with 
my paintbrush. Now the days are noticeably longer, murmuring, 
‘Wake up! Wake up!!’ Get out and prepare your ground, plant 
your seed, clean your windows. At last the solar lights work!
 The birds are chasing each other, tumbling and flitting through  
the air. Bird box clean and ready. The blue tits peer in. Beginning  
to move, hearing the blackbirds sing, the robins fight. I need this 
glory. Nottingham peregrines have laid an egg!

Alex Pearce There is hedgehog poo on our patio – parts of exoskeletons 
near York  are shining in the sun. We find two seven-spot ladybirds –  

not as many as yesterday when we saw some mating. We 
are surprised to see a wasp hovering around the drainpipe. 
On the fence there are some unhatched spider eggs. A small 
tortoiseshell drinks nectar from a dandelion – two have already 
gone to seed. The lawnmowers have stopped and we can hear 
a wood pigeon and a great tit. The female blackbird has finished 
building her nest in the fir hedge, and this morning a wren was 
looking for juicy insects. Last night, sat at a bedroom window, 
we heard a male tawny hooting nearby and then a large brown 
bird swooped down and along in front of us! Was it the tawny?  
It was even more exciting than seeing frogs spawning in a 
friend’s pond a fortnight ago!

Glynis Pierson At Wicken Fen, coltsfoot flowering, brimstone butterflies, goat 
Cambridgeshire willow catkins and a new Highland bull calf called Minimoo. 
  Spring means we have longer days, butterflies, wildflowers 

emerging, melodic birdsong, nesting bird activity, green foliage, 
feeling the warm sun on my face, fragrance, colour, the wind 
through my hatless hair. Unable to work since 2010, due to ME 
and fibromyalgia, I volunteer for the National Trust. Walking  
in nature has a beneficial effect on my health and wellbeing.  
By slowing down my pace of life I have become more in tune 
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with nature and quite observant. Volunteering, inspires me and  
I discover new things in nature every week. My role is to take 
photographs and post on social media, initially I used my iPhone  
but now use a cannon DSLR too. Wicken Fen is my quiet place, 
somewhere to completely relax and unwind from everything, 
my sanctuary.

Jenna Plewes NOTHING SPECIAL
coastal footpath, Today I walked without a map,
Devon without a destination.

Larks scattered songs like seeds,
the day unfolded like a soft green leaf.

I wandered the cliff path
through a blaze of gorse,

sat and watched the sea
ripple its smooth skin.

Nothing out of the ordinary happened.
I came home in time to cook the meal,

that was all. It was enough.

David Pollitt The curtains in the bedroom glow earlier now. The wood 
Buckinghamshire pigeons rouse with more urgency. The first step onto the heavily 
 dewed grass requires consideration. Should I disturb those 
 jewels suspended from each emerald blade?

 The sun pierces the arms of the beech canopy, still naked 
but promising. A new warmth in the glancing rays. And there, 
on the common he prowls. The seven o’clock buzzard. Hunting 
for worms on the short, manicured glade. An air of confidence 
about him. He’s survived the winter and can flourish through  
the seasons of plenty.
 The air smells of a freshness until I reach the edge of the 
woodland. Inside, beneath the architecture of boughs and arms 
the sound of life does battle with the pervasive smell of decay. 
Potential, opportunity, hope. These feelings emanate at the 
dawn of spring. What a time to be alive.
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Nina Mingya A few days ago I cut the last two living daffodils from my 
Powles windowbox and took them with me to lay among the candles 
London  at the London vigil for the terrorist attack in New Zealand, my 

home. The edges of their bright cups were crinkled. I don’t know 
what else to do, so I spend the next morning planting beetroot 
seeds and tomato seeds to keep on my warm windowsill. I can 
see a glorious magnolia from my window; I want to make a map 
of the best, most luscious magnolia trees all over London. I see  
them all the time. I keep dreaming of a garden on a hillside above  
the sea. Today the very first two crimson tulips appeared in their  
plastic pot, mouths still tightly shut. Meanwhile my last two 
daffodils will be softening on the grass by the memorial, 
becoming dry and translucent like discarded chrysalises.

Emma  Hands pink, noses cold,
Prendergast The fresh air bites as the day unfolds;
London

Commuters’ feet glisten from the morning dew,
Earphones hang loose to hear a Skylark’s song, as if on cue.

Rustling shades of pink soothe the sky,
As sleepy eyes open, and heads no longer lie.

All rise for the Queen, as she stirs from her slumber.
Nature waits, anxiously, as its Sovereign quenches her hunger.

Proudly, the earth displays all of her treasure;
Splashes of yellows and whites, unveiled at her leisure!

Yet, flu-like and depraved, her uncertainty loiters,
Hopes dashed, as she recoils from her self-seeking exploiters.

Steph Price  Walking through Orielton woods on my morning commute.
Pembrokeshire The first purple bluebells are starting to flower – spotted three 
  in full flower today. One bush of rhododendron is in full bloom  

– so vibrant and pink – I can see why the Victorians loved it and 
planted it as an ornamental. This time of year we can step back  
and admire its beauty – after all it’s not its fault it was planted 
here and is causing problems for our native plants. We can 
wage war on it later but let it have its moment of gorgeous 
brilliance to brighten up this misty day!
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Kate Priestman It’s not to daylight that I look for signs of spring, but beneath 
Derbyshire  pearled moonlight. Enveloped by the sweet scent of a warm 

evening, I search the sky and spot my first bat of the season 
– always memorable and a cause for celebration. Twisting 
and turning in the glow of a street lamp, it grants a brief aerial 
display before melting into the shadows.
 Along the lane, toads are on the march. Single-minded and 
purposeful, they answer an ancient call to action. After giving 
these gentle hitchhikers a lift to safety, I peer into the pond on 
my way back to the cottage. Its waters appear otherworldly  
in the dark. Scanning my eyes across its surface, I look for 
movement amongst the swaying fronds. Then I spot them: 
newts. Above me, a tawny owl observes from the bud-strewn 
branches of an old hawthorn – silhouetted against the 
gossamer sky.

Reena Raj THE TREE
London My window,
 My view,

The Tree.

I see you everyday …

Quietly accepting
Loneliness and London,

Calmly swaying,
Seasons and time.

Steadily growing,
Hope and anticipation.

My window,
My view,
The Tree.

Early afternoon and spring light …

The Tree.
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Holly Ramsden SPRING ON THE DOWNS
Bedfordshire  The air is filled with sounds of spring
 And breezes bringing scents of green

With promises of warmer days
And skylarks’ cheerful warbling

A view that takes the breath away
Of changing hues and blossomed trees
And kestrels taking to the skies
As winter burdens start to ease

Dozing bees are warmed to waking
In the earth and in the trees
Another’s home is for the taking
Soon humming with activity

The signs of spring are all around
In flowers, tracks and nesting birds
From treetops to the earthen ground
In sights unseen and sounds unheard

Charlotte Rankin Birdsong is not the only joyous noise that fills the air today. 
Cornwall The lively buzzing from the ivy-covered banks along the coastal 
  path captures my attention. Upon inspection of who is making 

this lively racket, my suspicion is correct – it is the buzz of a 
queen bumblebee welcoming the first day of spring. Having 
recently emerged from hibernation, she is diligently looking for 
a place to call home. I watch her as she zig-zags low over the 
vegetation, landing periodically to inspect promising areas more 
closely. I soon lose sight of her as she crawls her way through 
the ivy and leaf litter, but the odd buzz and movement of leaf 
litter above her allows me to roughly keep track of her. Upon 
return, this bank must not be what she’s looking for after all, 
as off she goes into the fresh spring air to continue her search 
elsewhere!

Amanda Raven Colour for the first time in the University parks. Yellow withies 
Oxford  underplanted with blue scilla. In the street a flashy pink symphony  

of cherry blossom and the first delicate lemon yellow catkins on 
the white birch tree opposite. Across the garden fence the deep 
blush of a fragrant pink magnolia and out back, on my own
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  patch, an inherited forsythia starts to blare out its shameless, 
extravagant yellow.
 And, moment by moment, unwatched, tiny white and green 
buds start to break the skin of the new apple I planted and the 
philadelphus I had thought dead and the grass seed scattered 
with an image of summer lawns is flushing green. The first 
pulse of spring. And my ex next door neighbour dropping by to 
claim frogspawn from the new owner of his pond.

Bethan Rees FACING THE SEASONS
Wiltshire Winter gently opens its eyes, and starts to sigh 
 out the intake of breath taken months ago.

Carrying their warmth and
birthing life into the surrounds, it reanimates.

The trampled daffodil trumpets
become bright and sound
the weather, across grass blade,
and leaf, and tree trunk, and field,
and field, and field, and field.

Until winter stops at a frozen pond,
spreading its breathy ‘hellos’ onto the water
that droplets and ripples
until the mirrored reflection melts
into something barely
recognisable.

Winter becomes spring,

and in their tumbled, budding
underfoot undergrowth,
spring gently closes its
curling green smirk
and takes
a deep

breath.
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Hannah Rigden An argumentative wren, chatty blackbird and joyful skylark 
Staffordshire compete with the distant road hum. A violet peeps from a  
  crack in the yard. The magnolia lights up the front of the house. 

Farmers busy with muck-spreaders, lambs and feed wagons 
keep this small corner green and pleasant.

Laurence Rose My walk to work begins with a mile and a half of field edges 
West Yorkshire before I encounter the first tarmac. It involves a short pole-
  assisted leap over a thin stream, (there is a long hazel pole 

stowed nearby for the purpose). I must have been in mid-air,  
mid-stream and mid-flow when the year’s first chiffchaff started  
up, upstream somewhere. A herald: the voice of the first few 
grams of transmigrated African dust and Mediterranean dew. 
There are thousands of tons to come, another continental drift 
of rock, water and sun. The chiffchaff arrives and times the 
others to the half-second, and bids me be patient. They are 
coming. They *are* coming.

Alastair The cowslip appears to be flowering late this year; despite a 
Robertson pleasantly mild winter. It has been a very dry winter for the Isle 
Isle of Man  of Man, with few frosts, leading on from the record drought of 

2018. During recent colder years, cowslip flowering in full has 
become the norm by the end of February. In other parts of the 
garden over-winter recovery has taken place. Plants thought 
lost to last year’s summer drought, such as newly planted 
bamboo and clematis, are now showing green shoots and 
leaves. Recovery is beautiful to see and shows the resilience 
of nature in the face of adversity. One can only hope that the 
drought does not return or bring any further extreme weather 
activity.
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Matthew Ross SPRING ON DARK HILLS
Derbyshire On these hills, springtime begins
 at the call of peewits and curlews,

Whose tumbling, long-fingered wings,
Slice through the grey of skies long lifeless.
Now, their warming cries
Condemn the winter’s silence.

I never realised how much I’d missed them.

In January’s depths, it seemed
The cold would never end,
That nothing, could end the freeze.
And yet,
They come here every year,
From silver sands,
Bring their burbling whistles
To echo on ancient stones
And frozen hearts.

Later, an owl drifts low over the moor, 
Searching. There’s work to be done;
She veers to the left and disappears,
Straight into the heart of the sun.

Seema  SPRING’S PROMISE
Sharma-Garosi Spring sneaks gingerly through the meadows,
Bedford She kisses some green with purple and yellows,

She falters with no tantalisation of blossom,
Her silhouette still frosted,
Her spirit downtrodden,

She thaws day by day,
’Til she dances legato through rain and grey,
Cherry and apple confetti the air,
She sprints straight to summer, alongside a hare.

Helen Sheard A GARDEN IN MELTHAM
West Yorkshire  The storm is finally past; I sit very still on the planks of the deck, 

bathed in sunshine with a cat asleep against my outstretched 
legs. Noise is all around me, I hear the rooks’ wings flip-flapping 
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up in their nesting tree, squabbling over who knows what, 
calling incessantly to one another in their community up in the 
sky. Occupying the holly bushes a whole family of long tailed 
tits, tiny balls of fluff convey a sense of excitement and urgency 
as they flit about. A huge mistle thrush pokes about behind the 
first daffodils, rustling its way towards a tasty lunch and two 
magpies hop around on the lawn squawking as if they own 
the place. Suddenly a blackbird’s alarm call and rustling of dry 
leaves as three squirrels race past and up the nearest tree. The 
cat blinks, stretches and stalks off into the wood to investigate.

Jane Skellett First comes the smell of it – that fizz-in-the-nose of wet grasses 
Dorset saying ‘come and drink me’ – ‘come and thrill those barefoot 
 toes in cushions of ooze’. 

 Then the sweetest songs from the trees – on the wing and 
on the breeze – twitter and flute for my musical mind’s ear –  
in a circling chorus that washes the winter clear.
 And an ocean of light seeps in at the casements – swelling 
and spreading – flooding awake my day – where colours float 
pulsing with new-bright-life.
 When everything has that zing! – and your skin breathes free  
from the winter dreams – and you know you can touch the spring.

Katherine  THE QUEEN
Smith Each hour that passes winters bleakness begins to fade
Kent Powdered yellows, snow white and purples 
  chase away winters greys

The sun shines brighter and the flowers lift their weary heads
Green shoots begin to rise from their earthen beds

The bird’s morning song plays loud heralding springs arrival
Their wondering lyrics regaling tales of their winter survival
All creatures great and small emerge from their dens
Welcoming the springs call and winter’s end

Amongst all this wondrous glory she emerges from her slumber
There are no courtiers on bended knees 
 nor is her name called like thunder
Instead, with a flutter of royal wings
The Queen lifts her heavy body into the sky 
 and spring  truly begins
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Pam Smith Strolling is the gastronomy of the eye. To walk is to vegetate, 
Derbyshire to stroll is to live.’ (Balzac 1799–1850). I associate spring with 
  strolling; looking far and looking close, the mid-range confident 

garden scenes can wait until summer; it’s the quieter long  
views and the up-close secret studies of squeezable buds  
I’m interested in.
 My favourite flower colour is yellow. Spring is blue skies, 
yellow flowers and jewel green buds. Sounds are those of stones  
on rakes as we prepare seed beds, a chiming percussion to the  
anticipation I feel as I step through the gates of our walled 
gardens.
 For gardeners this is a sped up time of year as seemingly 
overnight the tree canopies turn green and cast shade. But we 
wait for the Ash, our last tree to unfurl its leaves, and as we wait 
our seeds germinate with the promise of future harvests.

Emily  As the trees and flowers grow
Smulders There’s something important you should know.
Surrey When the lush grass and greenery bloom,

The petals reveal their magic perfume.

Hearing the buzz of the bees all around
The fine pollen floats without a sound.
The sweet, juicy nectar becomes our honey
It tastes divine whether set or runny.

Twigs and branches swing up high
Eager to reach the turquoise sky.
The crunchy leaves drift to the ground
On the winding path they will be found.

Watching the snow swiftly fall
Winter is the most wondrous of all.
The snowmen and snowballs silently sit
Waiting for a supersized snow storm to hit.

As the four seasons come and go
The garden reacts with its natural flow.
Many hours can be spent outside
Exploring nature and the fun it provides.
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The glimmer of the soft 
yellow breast and blue of 
the head of the sprightly 
blue tits
Anna Spinelli
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The sun is warm and 
the days are long
This is truly spring’s 
special song.
Janie Twinley
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Richard Smyth The spring is coming on slowly here in the suburbs. The dwarf 
West Yorkshire pear in the backyard is just in leaf; our untidy top-heavy privet 
  is growing into its awkward spring shape. The kestrels that nest  

somewhere in the old mill engage in show-offy dogfights around  
the mill-chimney with the local jackdaws. Across the road, the blue 
tit pair have again made their home behind an old grille halfway 
up a wall. I wonder if they remember the year the magpies found  
them. I know I do. A frog lives in our front lightwell; he hasn’t come  
out yet, or in any case I haven’t seen him. The cat gets more 
antsy about going outside. Yesterday I saw a butterfly; today, 
walking the baby beside the canal, I watched a wren carrying a 
wisp of nest material into the mouth of a disused outflow pipe.

Anna Spinelli  I am housebound so see spring through my ‘bird window garden’.
The ‘garden’ consists of plants to attract the birds: daffodils, 
anemones, grape hyacinths, dwarf skimmer, primroses. We’ve 
also put up some bird feeders – they seem to like the ones with 
a ledge – the discriminatory feeders that keep trespassers out 
(pigeons!). The best is a transparent plastic one which is easy 
to clean.
 It took the birds a while to catch on, but now we have a blue  
tit party every day. Great tits and robins also make an appearance.  
The glimmer of the soft yellow breast and blue of the head of 
the sprightly blue tits makes the room feel light and serene – 
alternative furniture! I saw my first bumblebee of the year there 
yesterday! Hopefully we will entice more visitors as the seasons 
roll on.
 I recommend this if anyone wants to see more of our 
feathered friends, especially those who live at altitude and  
for whom access to gardens is tricky.

Elis Strasdin Wriggling catkins
Devon Buttery-chin buttercups 
 Snowy hawthorn

Bees
Sticky Stichwort
Coconut gorse
Bursting buds
A springy spaniel
Exploding primroses
Birds singing like the bells of a chapel
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Lindsay Stronge A WOODLAND
Buckinghamshire  We spent the day clearing out old nests from bird boxes. 

Climbing to the top of the ladder we opened reluctant doors and 
lids. Peering inside we looked at all that remained of last year’s 
failures and successes. One by one they fell to the woodland 
floor, old jackdaw nests, egg shells, the dry bones of a barn owl 
chick. In the last box spring had run ahead of us and the warm 
eggs of a tawny owl gleamed softly in the dark.

Leonie Sweeney CRINAN CANAL AT ARDRISHAIG
Argyll  It is a damp and monochrome day on the Crinan Canal in Argyll.  

I am not expecting much. Bursts of daffodils are on the banks 
of the canal, though. A diver, looking lost, skates onto the 
surface of the water. A collared dove provides a soft baseline 
for a tinkling robin and a throaty blackbird. A lone hooded crow 
broods on a high branch saying nothing.
 Amongst the weeping winter greenery, primroses, celandines 
and wood anemones have appeared and tufty hawthorn buds 
keep a lone, forgotten haw company. The hazel catkins and 
blackthorn blossoms have been unable to wait for their leaves 
to appear and flaunt themselves on bare branches.
 At Miller’s Bridge the sturdy rhododendron and the delicate 
flowering cherry compare their pinkness. Looking across the 
canal, the ‘Wind in the Willows’ stretch on the opposite bank  
is quiet, but no doubt its secret crannies will soon be bustling.

Marnie Sweeney The morning sun hangs low over the Largs hills, reflecting  
Isle of Cumbrae blinding shimmering light on the calm sea. As you approach 
  the Millport Field Centre, tired but enthusiastic students are 

piling onto the research vessel Actinia. They are preparing for 
a day of biological sampling surveying. In the distance you can 
see the familiar sight of Kylie the lone common dolphin, as she 
cuts through the water with her sharp dorsal fin, swimming 
around her favourite red buoy. You spot seabirds of all kinds; 
eiders, shags and razorbills, all overshadowed by the stark white 
shape of a gannet soaring across the sky. It folds its wings and 
dives into the water at an alarming speed, to be swallowed by the  
deep blue. It surfaces again only for a minute, before taking flight  
once more to try for another fish – a sign that spring is here.
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Wendy Tagg The first day of spring,
Surrey the vernal equinox makes hearts and birdies sing;

I scurry from my desk,
stealing a guilty hour for air so fresh;

My own miniature Hanami,
in Leatherhead’s Randalls Park Cemetery;

I go to see pink froth,
that defied Freya’s and Gareth’s wrath;

Under falling blossom,
so many memories of lives well lived;

A place solemn and joyful too,
parakeets squabble and pigeons coo;

‘Teacher, Teacher’ the great tit scolds,
as Brexit looms what does our future hold?

While bees buzz amongst the petals,
even gathering storm clouds cannot dull spring spirits;

I pause as a cortege passes,
this place of death, so full of life.

Pam Taylor At home in Somerset, looking out at the garden from my kitchen 
Somerset window as I drink my morning tea.
   Watching a blue tit explore the bare, copper coloured 

branches of the paperbark maple, for aphids.
   Smiling at the three blackbirds, scurrying from shed to 

garage roof. The male intent on impressing the girls by picking 
bundles of moss from the guttering and dropping it to the ground.  
The daffodils brilliant yellow against a background of green, 
one lone tulip, crimson in the early morning light. These are all 
beginnings, spring, my favourite season, holds many promises.

Judith Teasdale I always know that spring is on the way when the jackdaws 
Somerset are busy. The sound of jackdaws chatting companionably at the 
  top of a chimney stack can bring the fear of a blocked chimney!  

But I enjoy their gregarious nature. In the village of Pen Selwood, 
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on a hill to the west of Stourhead, there is a large old sycamore, 
growing on a grassy triangle. The loss of some large branches 
has left huge, nest-sized cavities and is home to a family of 
jackdaws. As I walked past this morning, about a dozen birds 
were hopping in and out of their prospective dwellings. One 
jackdaw – undeterred by my presence – dropped down onto 
the grass beneath the tree to grapple with awkward-sized twigs, 
testing their manoeuvrability before carrying them up to its new 
nest. There will be house-building in Pen Selwood for a few 
weeks to come!

Ajay Tegala Spring at Wicken Fen means fond farewells to wintering 
Cambridgeshire wildfowl. The whooper swans have headed north. We savour 
  the sight and sound of fieldfares on the fen, before they too 

depart. Spring at Wicken Fen means celebrating new arrivals. 
Our wild population of konik ponies, which graze on the fen and 
live their entire lives here, have begun foaling this week. Our 
Highland cattle have already begun calving, but more will follow 
throughout spring. Lush green reed shoots are pointing to the 
sky. Yellow flowers of coltsfoot and celandine shine brightly in 
the sun. Bright brimstone butterfly are on the wing. Spring at 
Wicken Fen means waiting for the first cuckoo to call and the 
first dragonfly to take flight. Suspense increases as we wait for 
the fen to burst into life and colour: the most beautiful time of 
the year.

Hugh Tervet RURAL GARDEN
Rutland The dew sparkling in the sun, 

The feeling of flowers, 
The sweet birdsong, 
The cool air we breathe, 
The robins on the trees. 
We say a great big thank you.

Michael  I walk along the river and come across a tree, full of life for all 
Thackeray to see. Its branches covered in the most beautiful of splendor, 
Powys It’s something that I will always remember.
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Gwyneth  A rumour in the reeds – 
Thomas-Marison the whisper of a softer wind – 
Ceredigion I caught it. Or thought I did.

Immy Tinkler Early this morning I was barefoot in the back garden, with 
Bath  its view of the ridgeline and the clump of trees atop Kelston 

Roundhill. It was a pale start to the day with a cloud-coloured 
sky, but the early birds were already in full voice and the 
blackthorn tree was covered in frothy white blossom and fat 
buds that will soon unfurl into green leaves. The stream trickled 
faintly nearby, muffled by the tangle of brambles growing over  
the ditch, and from somewhere in the hedgerow came a 
blackbird’s syruped call.

Joan Tollerton The behemoth of spring is waking, shaking off the long sleep of 
Banbridge, winter and rumbling into action as it has done eon following eon. 
County Down   As I look out on my rural garden here in County Down I  

see the red stems of Cornus alba standing upright, like just lit  
matches with their new leaves forming at the tips. The Forsythia  
and flowering currant are pretty in yellow and pink while the 
hawthorn hedge in the background is starting to fill in with new 
greenery.
 A robin follows me around the garden. I add mulch below 
the Magnolia stellata with its furry fat buds which are showing 
a tantalising glimpse of the snowy white petals to come and he 
gets an easy wormy meal.
 The birch trees are like grumpy teenagers, reluctant to shake 
off their slumber but will eventually awake and join in with the 
annual cycle of renewal.

Lesley Totten Look through the grey-brown skeletal branches and you will 
Edinburgh see an ever-growing sprinkle of lush green stars. And frittering 
  about, three long tail tits were there – jumping and jittering with 

the urge to nest. Just yesterday I’d seen the same band of tiny 
globe-like birds with their thin black fans, skittering on the class 
windows, pulling beakfulls of spider web to fuse their delicate 
nests. I call this ‘The Therapy Hedge’ – it fills my gaze each day 
as I arrive at work. On this spring equinox, I am dazzled by the 
green stars and full of hope for what will come.
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Peter Trusty TO THE SPRING AGAIN
Essex It seemed that old
 Tree should not

Flower again
But now tiny yellow-green lights
Flicker alive
About the withered grey post -
Light, airy fingers growing direct from a stump.

It is still
That tree
Like the gravestone
It has been all winter.
And yet knotted twists from its torn sides
Dance incongruously into leaf,
Moving towards a slender joy.

Janie Twinley A little bud, a brand new shoot,
West Sussex Birdsong loud and owl’s toot,
 Nests amid the fresh green leaves

On sap-filled woodland trees.

Fluffy clouds of brilliant white
Yellow daffodils tall and bright
The blossoms of pink and red
A palette of colour in my head.

All around new life is starting
Little insects, flying, darting
Once again their role to play
Seeking nectar every day

Babbling brooks reflecting blue
Misty mornings full of dew,
These are images that come to mind
which spring reveals for us to find

Skipping lambs and bleating ewes,
Spring is sending us many clues
To assail our senses, sight and sound
In the air and on the ground.
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Sweet smelling tender flowers
Adorn the gardens and the bowers
The sun is warm and the days are long
This is truly spring’s special song.

Helen Turner A spring full of nest building. Industrious birds are creating 
Nottinghamshire the nests which will support their new families. I am filled with 
  delight watching a wren hopping up above my front door with 

twigs and moss; maybe I will have baby wrens to watch. I am  
excited to see a buzzard circling high in the treetops with sticks  
in its beak for a nest somewhere I can’t spot. The pigeons 
building a nest in the bush outside my office window: does 
anyone else notice or is it just me? Who else sees the little  
nests in the train stations? I love to look for them. And finally  
the sight of rooks swirling around their nests these past few 
windy days, although perhaps not just a spring sight, has filled 
me with joy. I love them swirling but also just chilling in their 
nests as I drive below to work.

Zulfikar Valji Spring started early in my garden. At the end of February I 
Cardiff  spotted my first ladybird. I’ve seen a few now. Now being the 

first official day of spring. Today, I took my spade out of the shed  
and dug up some weeds so that the strawberries, I hoped, would  
have less competition. As I was digging the apple tree surprised 
me by showing me its children returning...green buds were 
clearly visible.
 The birds have begun singing with a beautiful clarity and  
with apparent meaning this week. A single daffodil is all that  
has appeared up to this day. It was there for St David’s Day, 
alone. The others had failed to flower, so far. The grass,  
thank God, has yet to start growing. I’m not looking forward  
to mowing the lawn, nor cutting the hedge. It’s spring, but it’s 
still cold. I long for summer.
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Natasha  THE SPRING COMMUTE
von Memerty There is this little track between
Gloucestershire two moments in my busy life,
 which always makes me pause. 

which always makes me pause.
On one end – a young child who 
doesn’t want to let me go.
On the other – a train about to leave 
without me. Again.

Yet still I pause.

A splash of light reflecting on the canal 
catches my eye, and the bright new 
green of growth on the weeping willows.
In the distance I can almost hear 
the sound of a train threatening to go.

Yet still I pause.

Because a little bird, 
no bigger than my fist, 
is louder and always wants me to stay.

Vic Wal Spring. It’s the clumps of daffodils appearing - seemingly 
West Midlands  overnight – in the most unlikely of places. Droplets of gold with  

bobbing bonnet-like bobble heads, juxtaposed with the mundane  
– a scattering by the wheelie bins, a cluster at the side of the 
main road, a parade of them just about everywhere you look.
 There’s a definite cheekiness to the way they suddenly  
spring up, eager to announce the arrival of spring. Their  
cousins – daisies – also pop up all at once, reminding you of 
summers spent making daisy chains, of the delight at seeing 
them grow again, despite Dad’s attempts to rid the lawn of their 
overwhelming presence, and of friendship and sunshine. A flush  
of colour starts to seep back into our frozen world, spreading 
light, reversing the grey and setting the spring season in motion.
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Susie Watts LOOKING UP
Devon Do you see me looking up?

Smiling at you from far below?
I doubt it, even though I wave my arms.
Once, I recall, I even jumped.
Welcome, I shout. So glad you’re back.

You cannot hear
But I hear you
Your faint cries fill the sky
Relief, perhaps, or even joy.

You’ve scoured brown earth
Green canopies, blue water
Desert and white peaks
Seeking food, or somewhere safe
To fold and rest.

And here you are, at least for now.
I hope we’ve left enough for you
Clear water, insects, seeds and worms
Take what you need
To feed, prepare and make new life.

Much later, looking up
I’ll see you leave again
Intent, determined
In that familiar V-formation
Don’t go, I’ll say.
Don’t leave us, please!

But months from now
As earth warms up and sky grows light again
I will be looking up
And listening.

Kerry Webb A desperate scrabbling of feet ahead; the flurry of legs. Erupting 
Berkshire  from the earth like a daemon possessed, an enormous hare 

came tearing towards us. Flushed from its hiding place, its huge  
black-tipped ears rigid, long powerful limbs propelled it high into  
the air as it tore along the path. For a split second wild, amber 
eyes fixed on mine. With one almighty leap, huge hind legs 
twisted mid-air, and launched it uphill. Spinning, my eyes
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couldn’t adjust to the shadows. A rustle. A flicker. I had it again. 
In three bounds the hare was racing along the top of the bank. 
Weaving through twisted roots with astounding ease; head 
nodding, heart pounding, paws scrabbling against the loosening 
soil. Pebbles scattered. Leaping, soaring, flying, fleeing. We stood,  
spellbound, by the silhouette streaking across the horizon. Then,  
the hare outran the wind. As quickly as it appeared, it vanished 
from sight.

Mark Whitley Seeing male lapwings performing their spectacular territorial 
Yorkshire Dales display flight, tumbling and falling, seemingly uncontrollably, 
  like pieces of paper flapping about in the wind, and hearing their 

distinctive, onomatopoeic ‘peewit’ call, is a sure sign that spring 
is on its way to the Yorkshire Dales. When I first began exploring 
the Yorkshire Dales, the lapwing (along with the curlew, golden 
plover, dipper, wheatear and others) was among the first non-
garden birds I learned to identify. The dramatic decline in the 
lapwing population in recent years is now being tackled through 
conservation schemes, the introduction of more sympathetic 
farming methods, and changes in land management practices. 
I hope and trust that these strategies prove successful, for the 
first sight, on my way to work as editor of The Countryman, of 
lapwings congregating on damp farmland alongside Chelker 
Reservoir between Ilkley and Skipton, is a major milestone in 
my ‘natural’ year.

Jane Swann  I shared the first day of spring with a class of four- and five-year-
White olds. We focussed on the colours we could see, white blackthorn 
London  flowers, green leaves of hawthorn just opening, yellow pussy 

willow and brown curled up leaves of hornbeam. We also found 
frogs jumping around in the pond, lots of mud and worm casts. 
We heard crows, dunnock, goldfinches and great tits. We used 
our hands to make the shapes of the buds on the pear trees 
and talked about picking and eating the apples and blackberries 
that would come later in the year. We ran across the grass and 
chased two herring gulls. We all had a very happy time.
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Simon Williams First day of spring a
West Yorkshire Welcome garden visitor
 Beautiful but shy

Eleanor Woods 7.45 a.m. and the sun is long up, rising nearly 40 degrees to the 
Oxford east of its winter solstice position. Today it is behind grey cloud, 
  the wind of recent days has dropped and the meadow before 

me is quiet.
 A little egret walks along Wolvercote Common and flies away 
towards the Thames by Port Meadow. The quince in my garden 
is pale with green buds still downy, and goldfinches settle only 
briefly before flying off again. Underneath, hellebores thrive  
and bloom, travellers from my mother’s garden after she  
died many years ago.
 Two RSPB swift boxes are on the north east side of  
my house this year, and others have been newly installed  
in this area, a little housing estate for returning swifts whose 
previously established homes have been lost to modernisation. 
I hope we will see them arriving here in the coming weeks.

Jim Wright Walking the dog last night, in the rain, he started at something 
North Yorkshire on the track. Usually it’s a squirrel or rabbit that’s caught his 
  attention, but last night the torchlight revealed a toad, gently 

lolloping along. Presumably it was making one of its first forays  
of the year, making its way to a breeding site in search of a mate.  
I watched it continue for a few minutes, entirely unbothered by 
my presence, making slow but inexorable progress towards  
its goal.
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“  Spring comes … as though this island were
“ its natural home, as though this small green 
platform on the edge of the Atlantic was the 
original spawning ground of the season.”  
Laurie Lee




